


All-natural 
ingredients only

Cruelty-free

Vegan

Made in Canada

Romantic.
Elegant.
Satisfying.



HighOnLove’s Creator and Founder Angela 
Mustone knew she was on to something...

After years of research and world travel, 
Angela’s hands-on immersion with the 
world’s finest botanicals and life-enhancing 
ingredients...  HighOnLove was born.

Crafted with luxurious blends of premium grade 
cannabis seed and essential oils, HighOnLove’s 
products reflect the highest principals and 
cosmetic standards set forth by its creator.

Angela’s moment of clarity came on while 
traveling to the Far East researching cosmetic 
blends. There she experienced her first epiphany 
that the mind and body connect so much more 
intimately when blending the transformative 
benefits of cannabis oil with pure aromas, and a 
dose of romance.

HighOnLove’s  oil blends are transforming 
romance, bringing a new level of sensuality 
to skin care, reshaping intimacy and spoiling 
everyone it touches, because you deserve 
nothing but the best.

From blissful bath oils to luxurious massage 
candles and the brand’s cult fave Stimulating 
Sensual Oil, each product is crafted in small 
batches to ensure the highest quality. The 
HighOnLove line is a feat of alchemy, elevating 
self-care and intimacy for a discerning clientele.

HighOnLove® is...



Stimulating Sensual Oil
HOL-1810-3 | 628250123210

A sensuous fusion of all-natural oils and premium grade cannabis 
seed oil made to revolutionize the way you love by igniting a more 
intense and profound intimate experience. Use this exhilarating 
blend to massage the intimate area in order to moisturize it 
and help awaken the senses that will take you to uncharted 
territories. HighOnLove® Stimulating Sensual Oil was designed 
to be transformative for those experiencing vaginal dryness, 
discomfort and a decreased libido. Thoughtfully created for 
women and blissfully appreciated by couples. 100% natural. 
Made in small batches to guarantee the highest quality.

Stimulating O’Gel  
for Women
HOL-1802-3 | 628250123104

Incredibly smooth and luxurious, HighOnLove® 

Stimulating O’Gel is a fusion of natural ingredients 
with premium cannabis seed oil designed to make 
each glide and touch more exhilarating, taking 
your climax to the next level. This water-based 
blend is transformative for those experiencing 
vaginal dryness, discomfort or decreased libido.

Our Products



Sensual Massage Oil 
STRAWBERRIES & CHAMPAGNE: HOL-1806-3 | 628250123128
LYCHEE MARTINI: HOL-1812-3 | 628250123159
DECADENT WHITE CHOCOLATE: HOL-1816-3 | 628250123241

Revolutionizing the future of foreplay, this delectable blend of 
selected all-natural oils with premium quality cannabis seed oil 
nourishes the skin while simultaneously bringing harmony to the 
body and soul. Massaging the skin with this alluring oil will leave 
it to feel velvety smooth while helping you to enjoy tenderness in 
intimacy. HighOnLove® Sensual Massage Oil glides heavenly to the 
touch and brings a whole new meaning to romance. 100% natural.

Sensual Bath Oil 
LAVENDER HONEYBEE: HOL-1808-3 | 
628250123135 

Welcome to the ultimate in self-care! An enticing 
blend of all-natural oils infused with premium grade 
cannabis seed Oil. HighOnLove® Sensual Bath 
Oil releases a calming scent while being quickly 
absorbed into the skin to nurture and nourish 
the body. Indulge and let yourself sink into this 
Oh-So-Luxurious concoction that will leave your 
mind and body feeling completely enlightened! To 
be enjoyed alone or shared with a partner. 100% 
natural. 



Lip Gloss for 
Couples
HOL-1820-3 | 628250123593

Combining sexy and pleasure, HighOn- 
Love’s lip gloss was designed to plump 
and hydrate the lips making it feel 
irresistibly kissable while enhancing 
foreplay by increasing sensitivity and 
exciting the intimate areas.

Sensual Lip Balm
HOL-1880-3 | 628250123796

Keep lips irresistibly soft and kissable with HighOnLove’s 
Limited Edition Sensual Lip Balm, blended with premium 
cannabis seed oil and shea butter to provide an alluring shine 
that’s smooth, never sticky. Tingly-sweet with an addictive 
aroma of juicy pear, this balm noticeably plumps lips, making 
it perfect as a base for your favorite lip color. It also provides 
additional stimulation on lips and intimate areas, so it doubles 
as a bedroom must-have for elevated foreplay.

LIMITED EDITION



Sensual Massage Candle 
SIGNATURE SCENT: HOL-1818-3 | 628250123609

Turn up the heat and set the mood for a sensual massage 
with the HighOnLove® Sensual Massage Candle. This 
delightful soy-based candle, blended with cannabis seed 
oil and coconut oil, allows the alluring scent of rose bud 
to seduce your senses, and the sensation of warm oils on 
your body encourages playfulness and openness to loving 
exploration. Prepare your body for relaxing romance!

Made with premium, 100% natural ingredients, 
HighOnLove® products contain no parabens, allergens 
or colorants. 



Soft Touch  
Hand Cream
HOL-1840-3 | 628250123685

A luxurious blend of almond, argan, 
macadamia nut and cannabis seed oil 
that nourishes hands for smooth and 
supple skin. Made in small batches 
with premium, natural ingredients to 
guarantee the highest quality.

Dark Chocolate Body Paint
HOL-1804-3 | 628250123180

The art of play and making love takes a new meaning with 
HighOnLove® Dark Chocolate Body Paint. Designed as an 
aphrodisiac in itself, this luscious and rich dark chocolate is 
made with premium grade cannabis seed oil giving couples 
a satisfying taste for more. 

The effects of HighOnLove® Dark Chocolate Body Paint 
takes intimacy to a whole other level by releasing euphoric 
sensations and pure delight. Inspired by the distinguished 
chocolatiers in Brussels! 



Cannabis Body Butter 
SIGNATURE SCENT: HOL-1855-3 | 628250123739

HighOnLove®’s rich and luxurious Cannabis Body Butter 
combines natural moisturizers such as argan oil and shea 
butter with premium cannabis seed oil for head-to-toe 
hydration. Deeply nourishing and delicately scented 
with notes of lychee and peony, it instantly replenishes 
while providing long-lasting care for dry or sensitive skin. 
Applied generously after bathing or whenever skin needs 
extra hydration, this pampering body butter will quickly 
become a beloved part of your beauty ritual.



OBJECTS OF 
DESIRE Gift Set
HOL-1802-3 | 628250123104

A HighOnLove® X CalExotics collaboration: 
the Objects of Desire Gift set includes our 
full-size (30 ml) Stimulating Sensual Oil and 
the JOPEN Palm Massager (a mini massager 
with sparkling crystal adornments, ergonomic 
curved shape and sensational vibrations for a 
one-of-a-kind pleasure experience).

OBJECTS OF 
PLEASURE  
Gift Set
HOL-1850-3 | 628250123708

A HighOnLove® X CalExotics collaboration: the 
Objects of Pleasure gift set includes our full size 
(30 ml) Stimulating Gel and the JOPEN Dual 
Stimulator, a luxurious crystal-adorned silicone 
vibrator featuring 7 different settings and 5 speeds 
for each for an elevated self-love experience. 
USB-recharcheable.



Made in Canada
PRODUITS AMOUR ET BEAUTÉ INC.

3551 Boul. St. Charles, Suite 289, Montreal, QC Canada H9H 3C4
info@highonlove.ca

The Minis Pleasure Collection 
HOL-1860-3 | 628250123852

Proof that the best things come in small packages. Treat 
yourself to the ultimate in sensual pleasure with this 
covetable set of HighOnLove® bestsellers, all blended with 
premium hemp seed oil; Stimulating Sensual Oil, Lavender 
& Honey Sensual Bath Oil, Strawberries & Champagne 
Sensual Massage Oil, and Lip Gloss for Couples. Take your 
climax to new heights with the CalExotics® Chic™ silicone 
bullet vibe, beautifully bedazzled, USB rechargeable and 
featuring 10 speeds – ideal for solo use or during intimacy.




